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« Bipolar at war » (« Bipolaire en guerre ») was the name I gave to this blog in the beginning. It was
principally meant to announce and reflect my fight against depression (although I had the clear idea
that the fight could be towards the other, maniac side). I dropped it when I felt things were ge�ing
be�er, changed the design of the blog and started a series of articles (see here
(h�ps://bipolarityreport.com/2018/07/26/spring-and-my-own-goddess-of-spring/), here
(h�ps://bipolarityreport.com/2018/07/23/equinoxe-part-iv/), or here
(h�ps://bipolarityreport.com/2018/07/21/cinema-reves-et-realite/)) dealing with my last-year, hyper-
hedonistic hypomania and delusional mania; for the first time I could completely face the la�er. I
have not come back to all of these articles but, after watching the Martin Scorcese’s psychiatric thriller
masterpiece Shu�er Island (2010), I am not sure of their efficiency in highlighting what maniac,
frequently grandiose delusions are truly about: a maze or puzzle in which you travel and circle in
constantly updated loops through unreal, hallucinated « realities » — each so-called reality being
made of your memories, dreams, hopes, or pieces of the other echoing unreal realities, which explains
the constant feelings of déjà-vu and precognition. But Shu�er Island is constructed above a very simple
scheme: my last-year delusional maniac phase would require at least ten Shu�er Island to be
accurately described — and even in that proportion it would not be so close to what it actually was.

Now, have I won the war against the almost-one-year-long depression I was in between August 2017
and July 2018? Undoubtedly, I have given many and significant kicks in its ass. During the last days,
with the treatment of my pharyngitis and subsequent physical well-being, despite the sweltering
heat, I have felt I was heading towards a kind of « stable » state: quite cool and lazy regarding the
meteorologic context, with ups and downs, times of energy and tiredness, of happiness–euphoria
(what a fucking good idea I had creating the « The 30 best pop-rock songs to give your 2-poled
depression a good swirly » (h�ps://bipolarityreport.com/2018/07/28/the-30-best-pop-rock-songs-to-
give-your-2-poled-depression-a-good-swirly/) playlist) and of sadness–melancholia, just as any
« normal » human being. But things are subtler. First, it is still very hard to look at, remember the
abovementioned depression phase. It was too gloomy and morbid. People are generally highly
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concerned by how you may stare death in the face during delusional maniac episodes, whereas in
those moments you just feel immortal. But they cannot imagine the deep dark ideas that go through
your mind when you are in severe, highly resistant depression. When, during the fall of 2017, I was
staying in a psychiatric clinic, I could not do anything. I could not read, I could not watch TV, I could
not listen music, I could barely have a walk through the park. I stayed there three months and hardly
make one or two distant social contacts. I mean: it was not a question of willpower (« you just have to
move your ass nyaa-nyaa-nyaa »); it was impossible. I was faded, a dead soul in a weak body. I would
wait all day long the moment of taking my sedative–sleeping pills, the moment of being released
from the daily pain of solely living; I would wake up in the middle of the night, the mind
contaminated by weird dreams and would not really fall asleep again before dawn. How many times
I thought that, in the end, regarding such unbearable condition, dying would not be that worst —
vanishing without pain during your sleep, bye bye cruel world? But this is far away now.

Moreover, I am starting to understand that the abovementioned feeling of « stability » is quite biased,
starting to understand what is really happening. Let’s put aside the med side effects, it is another and
boring issue. I do not feel (and do not want to feel) « at war » anymore, but I have in fact two ba�le
fronts to face, two opposite forces to deal with. And it is tiring. Even agonising, my depression still
tries to pull me down — I am not still taking a high dose of antidepressants together with stimulant
thymoregulator for nothing — while I clearly feel, from times to times, that I am « surrounded » by
hypomania (even possibly mania) — the antipsychotic, valve pill is not useless taking into account
the high dose of antidepressants, possible related rebound and blah bah (feedback loop). But I do not
want to let hypomania grow. I equals: my free will + my daily habits + my medication. I used the
term « surrounded »; I see that hypomania is not in me — I keep it enclosed in the atemporal vacuum
to which my self is linked, le�ing filter what I need or want and most of all (i.e., when depressive
trends are null) when I can — my psychiatrist and even Kanye West (icone of the article) tell it:
hypomania is amazing.
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